Marc Marc Marc..... what can I say about him....... first let me say about me, I am 38 years old, don't miss
being touched since I am married for more than 15 years and I love my husband and we have a very
good sexual life. Now Marc, he is funny when he wants to be funny, he knows when to tease and when
to push and when to stop, what a mix that can make you horny without seeing him.
I saw him twice, first time I was looking for a friend not for me, and he was the first I found on Google,
by reading his descriptions about his massage, I get turned on. For 2 full days the idea hunted me, and
finally I had send him an email and just from the exchanged responds he made me a bit wet if I can write
this :-) because of the way he answered funny and yet mysterious. kind of my type.
Anyhow, because I am married I wasn't comfortable about the idea, and I said what else extra can he
offer me, but I took an appointment anyhow, and I told him I'll be tipsy a bit so I would be more
comfortable, he didn't mind .... few minutes before he walks inside the room I had txt him saying I am
very nervous and gave him the room number, BTW he doesn't like txt :-) Anyhow, he walked in I didn't
hear him because of the music, I was laying on my stomach on the sofa, and what a perfect position I
was in, because the first thing he did he went on his knees and just hugged me for a good 2 min. or
maybe more, and his hands were on my breast. At that moment I lost all feelings....then he left so he
can change, I don't recall but I don't think I even turned my face to see his, then he came back and
hugged me again since I was frozen on the sofa and didn't know how to react... he started to undress me
slowly and we said hello ...... I will let you imagine the rest but it was worth the experience, if you feel
you don't miss being touched, you haven't been massaged by Mr Lapierre :-) my advise don't scream of
pleasure and say (Stop Marc), you'll regret it the second day :-)
He has this rules, that you hate but you kind of respect at the same time :-) one of them you can't book
an appointment, within the same month. I got to know this rule during our exchanged emails after the
first visit. ( BTW, he is very selective what emails to answer and what not to answer so you can try to
chat with him but don't waste your time :-) and try not to take it personal, even though it's kind of
tough ..... unless you have a question or he is in a good mood, then he'll answer :-) your best time to get
him is from 18:30 to 20:30 lol
Anyway I was able to break only one rule, I saw him 3 weeks after the first time, since I was going crazy
for him to touch me again , just thinking of him makes me so horny, even during my busy day at work ...
yep he has this kind of effect on you once you got touched by him.
The second time after the appointment, I thought I didn't like it since I wasn't drunk or tipsy and was
extremely nervous and what he doesn't know that the guilt was killing me inside, but man was I
wrong .... the second day after I got rid of the guilt emotions, I recalled everything we did and I loved
every second of it.
if you ask why I didn't drink, because I wanted to remember every single minute that I'll pass with
him ... yep again I'll say it, he is that gooooooooooood.
what can I say about the second time.... nothing except he makes you leave planet earth and you go to
Marc Pleasure Planet, this time I did scream of pleasure and I didn't say (Stop Marc) and let massage

me the way he wanted and boy I don't regret it. just remember, he has rules that you'll beg him to
break and he wouldn't but trust me you'll respect him & yourself the next day when you come back to
Plant Earth :-)
if you need me to describe Marc, well I would say all you need to know that he looks fine, his body is
kissable, I'll let you imagine the rest :-) but even if he has rules size dose matter and he doesn't lack on
this :-)))))) and finally, it doesn't take him much to know your weak points that will make you cum ..... oh
boy.......
I told him I'll not see him again, for my own good :-) but already 2 days went and not so sure if I'll keep
this promise
so basically if you want to leave Plant Earth for a few hours , and want to be touched/massaged and
feel extra special & wet & horny & liberated/cum and accept it's only for this few hours since he is not
your man just call Marc.... no don't he doesn't like that :-) email him
Miss you already Mr. Délicieux
(ps. only after your first visit you'll understand why he's Mr. Delicious)

